Villa Bernasconi, Cernobbio (Como) - Italy
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Drawing by Antiorario Video
Davide Bernasconi engineer, founder of Bernasconi Textiles plants
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Drawing by Antiorario Video
1872 – Davide Bernasconi arrives in Cernobbio
Davide Bernasconi becomes The Broggi&Coduri Factory’s director
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40/60 Mechanical frames technological innovation at that time
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Drawing by Antiorario Video
1874 – New building was built
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Drawing by Antiorario Video
1878 – The workers’ village was built in Crespi d'Adda, Capriate San Gervasio (Bergamo) - Italy
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1880 – On the same model the village of Cernobbio comes to life
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Drawing by Antiorario Video
1881 – Bernasconi Textiles plant wins the gold medal at the Milan Exhibition
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1899 - Bernasconi Textiles plant takes part to Volta's Exhibition in Como
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1900 - Bernasconi Textiles takes part to Paris Exhibition
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Drawing by Antiorario Video
1900 - Bernasconi Textiles receive the silver medal at the Paris Exhibition
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1906 – The Company takes part to the Milan Exhibition
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1937 – Bernasconi Textiles reached 10 production units (3400 employees)
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1939 - The production of fabrics for high fashion was launched
The story continues…
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